Many applications of spoken-language systems can benefit from having access to annotations of prosodic events. Unfortunately, obtaining human annotations of these events, even sensible amounts to train a supervised system, can become a laborious and costly effort. Given these constraints, this task serves as a good case study for approaches that judiciously guide the selection of data in order to maximize the gain from the human-labeling process or which minimize the size of the training set. To address this, we explore active learning techniques with the objective of reducing the amount of human-annotated data needed to attain a given level of performance. We review strategies that can be used to guide the selection of sequences by combining the output of a classifier and information about the structure of the data into a criterion that can be used during the learning process to query the label of data points that are both informative and representative of the task, and show that for most of the cases considered, active selection strategies when labeling pitch accents and prosodic boundaries are as good as or exceed the performance of random data selection.
INTRODUCTION
The topic of automatic labeling of prosodic events has received considerable attention in the literature on prosody analysis, with a notable focus on supervised approaches that rely on fully annotated databases to induce a classifier. Since prosodic transcription by human annotators is known to be a notoriously time-consuming effort, techniques that aim at reducing the amount of available training material to attain a given level of performance can make a noticeable difference in terms of transcription time and monetary cost. Expediting the learning process by reducing the amount of training data needed is, in essence, a goal in active learning, a learning framework where a learner is allowed to explore its current state as well as the structure of the input data in order to guide the selection of future labeled data points and improve its performance more quickly.
Although other approaches that address the lack of labeled data have been investigated in the context of prosodic annotation (e.g., semi-supervised learning [1] ), it is perhaps surprising that active data selection for labeling prosody has not received as much attention, particularly as it has been successfully exploited in other natural language tasks such as text classification [2] . In this work we explore a variety of active learning strategies and apply them to the task of labeling word sequences, and their associated audio stream, with two types of prosodic events: word-level pitch-accent prominence, and the break index between pairs of adjacent words. Consistent with the scenario where a large database of (transcribed) speech already exists lacking any prosodic annotations, we adopt the pool-basedsampling scenario, where it is assumed the learner has access to a pool of actual unlabeled samples which it can query for the "best" subset according to a given strategy.
For labeling sequences we adopt as our baseline learning machine the class of linear-chain conditional random fields (CRFs) [3] , which we have previously explored for prosodic labeling in a supervised setting obtaining state-of-the-art and robust results as a function of training data size [4] . CRFs are discriminatively-trained graphical models which directly express the posterior over a label sequence y = {y1, · · · , yT } given training data x = {x1, · · · , xT } as the log-linear model
where each f k (yt, yt−1, xt) is an indicator feature function capturing some property of the token at time t. We discuss selection strategies that can be used to query sequences from the unlabeled pool in section 2 and review the audioand text-based representations extracted from the input data to build classifiers in section 3. In section 4 we describe a series of experiment to compare and validate the techniques and then conclude with some discussion and final remarks in section 5.
LEARNING STRATEGIES
Given a learner trained with some amount of labeled data, poolbased active learning techniques aim to query an unlabeled pool of samples for a subset that is considered fit to further improve the learning task. At least two different notions have been proposed in the literature as being related to this fitness: one is "informativeness," a measure that attempts to quantify how a newly labeled sample provides complimentary knowledge to exploit at training time; the second notion is "representativeness," a guide to focus on selecting from regions of the input space that are considered typical to avoid labeling outliers (outliers which might even be considered "informative" according to the first criterion).
Informativeness
One intuitive criterion for sample selection uses classifier confidence for a given data point as a guiding measure of expertise in labeling that sample. Unlabeled samples which a classifier labels with low confidence are considered to not have been learned well enough and considered good candidates for labeling in order to refine the classifier's expertise. In the case of a probabilistic classifier, such as the CRFs employed in this work, confidence can be directly assessed via the posterior probability assigned to an observation by Equation 1 (and which can be computed directly via Viterbi decoding). An informative sample according to this confidence criterion therefore maximizes the following expression [5] :
where y * 1 is the most-likely label sequence obtained by the Viterbi decoder.
In another formulation, due to [6] , high confidence is assigned to an observation if its most likely Viterbi-decoded label sequence is well separated from the second best (and therefore less easily confusable) leading to the following margin-maximizing (MM) criterion:
where y * 1 and y * 2 are the label sequences in the 2-best Viterbi decode. A straightforward generalization of the previous criterion looks not just at the gap between the top 2 best sequences, but at the spread of the distribution over all possible decoded label sequences by calculating the entropy of this distribution [7] . To avoid decoding all possible label sequences, this entropy criterion can be approximated instead over the set N of N -best sequences, leading to the following expression:
The criteria expressed by Eqns. 2-4 rely on the decoded output(s) of a single learner. One alternative to this approach is to rely on a committee of experts, each of which has access to different (and ideally independent) "views" of the data. For instance, different prosodic experts could be built from only acoustic and only lexical information. Informative samples are then considered to be those about which different classifiers disagree most in their labeling. To quantify committee disagreement, McCallum and Nigam [2] propose to average, over experts, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the posteriors of each expert and the mean (or consensus) posterior. To extend this analysis to sequences, Settles and Craven [7] take this average-KL-to-the-mean and average it further over time tokens, leading to the following:
where
and
C is a random variable over K classes; J is the number of experts in the committee, and Pj(c k |xt) the j th expert's posterior for class c k at time t.
Representativeness
Without any further constraints, using one of the informativeness criteria above to select from a pool of unlabeled samples may lead to choosing examples on which a classifier, or ensemble, performs poorly, but which are nonetheless outliers with respect to the distribution of the inputs. To temper this problem, different authors have proposed combining an informativeness criterion with a measure that summarizes the density of a sample point in order to bias the selection process toward samples which are both informative and representative of the task at hand. Proposals include, for the nonsequential case (e.g., documents represented as bag-of-words), a geometric mean of pairwise distances where the KL divergence acts as the local distance metric [2] , and, for the case of time series, an arithmetic mean of a cosine similarity metric between vectorialized representations of the sequences. In this work, we use a similar geometric mean density measure as proposed in [2] , but extend it to sequential data by defining the distance between two sequences as the cost of the optimal warp between their respective feature representations.
Given sequences
associating L time tokens in x to L time tokens in z, then the distance between the two sequences is the sum of local "attribute distances" along the optimal path p * :
where p * is the path attaining such minimum cost, computable via dynamic programming, and d(xj, z k ) locally evaluates attribute similarity between the j and k time token from two sequences as follows. Assuming the feature representation consists of a set Kc of nominally-valued (categorical) attributes, and a set Kn of numerically-valued attributes (the only 2 cases considered here), then:
where INDIC k (xm, zn) is a boolean function that returns 1 if the k attribute of its two arguments are the same, and r k is the range of the k numerical attribute (and which therefore normalizes the entries of the second summation term to the range [0, 1]). By following Eqns. 8-9 to evaluate the pairwise distance between any two sequences, the density of a sequence in the input space can then be defined as the following geometric average expression
where W k is the number of tokens (words) in x k , a normalizer to ensure that the density measure is not unduly biased toward sentence length. Notice that Eqn. 10 is function of only the input, not of the labels or classifier output, and can therefore be evaluated off-line for all the unlabeled data.
Selection Algorithm
Having established the criteria to qualify informative and representative samples, a selection criterion can then be defined by combining these two different measures as follows:
where β weighs the importance of the data-based term (representativeness) against the classifier-derived measures (informativeness). This final selection criterion is then used within the following poolsampling scheme:
• GIVEN: Unlabeled set U; labeled training set L; labeled test set T ; selection criterion φ ∈ {φCONF , φMM , φENT , φKL}; constants Kinit and Kinc
• INITIALIZE:
• LOOP until stopping criterion is met:
decode set T and evaluate test performance P ERF
(k) .
Using λ
4. Using criterion φ, apply Eqn. 11 to U (or U (k) j ) and form set W (k) by selecting Kinc "best" samples.
Update
: L (k+1) ← L (k) ∪ {W (k) , label(W (k) )}; U (k+1) ← U (k) − W (k) ; k ← k + 1
FEATURES
For this work we extract a similar representation of acoustic and lexical information as proposed and described in further detail in [4] , and reviewed briefly in what follows: Ten sets of observations are extracted from the F 0 contour at the word level: a 50-coefficient vector capturing contour shape (f1); the mean (f2), range (f3), and difference between mean and minimum (f4) of the log F 0 z scores; from a piecewise linear fit, the number of slope changes (f5) and the slope of its last segment (f6); the overall linear (f7) and convexity trends (f8) of the contour; and two measures (f9 and f10) of intra-glottal-cycle pitch-perturbation (jitter).
The following 21 duration-related features are also extracted: word duration (d1); local speaking rate factor (d2); the average of the z-scores of log durations over all phones in the word, computed with statistics derived from the phone class (d3) or phone-and-stress classes (d4); four analog features, computed instead over vowels (d5 and d6), and over the last syllable's rhyme (d7 and d8); and finally, intra-nuclear distance (d9). Features d3-d9 are also computed in a speaking-rate-normalized version by multiplying them by the factor computed in d2 (yielding features d10-d16. Additionally, the following are computed: a boolean variable indicating if the previous (d17) or following (d18) word is a silence or breath; the number of phones (d19) and syllables (d20) in the word; and the fraction of reduced vowels in the phonetic baseform determined by a Viterbi aligner (d21).
The acoustic observations are compounded with following measures derived from a 21-band Bark-scale decomposition and banddependent short-time energy functions: the minimum (e1-e21), maximum (e22-e42), mean (e43-e63), root-mean-square (e64-e84), and standard deviation (e85-e105) in each band, as well as normalized version of these features (e106-e210) using a 5-word context window.
The lexical feature set contains linguistic broadclass membership information by way of boolean variables indicating whether a word is in one of several lists of function words (l1), auxiliary verbs (l2), adpositions (l3), conjunctions (l4) and WH-words (l5). Additionally, orthography and positional features are extracted reflecting type of punctuation that follows (l6), the number of words from the start (l7) and to the end (l8) of the utterance, whether a word starts in upper-case (l9), and whether a word ends a sentence (l10). The degree of coupling between words is measured using bigram forward and reverse language models to evaluate, respectively, p(wi|wi−1) (l11) and p(wi|wi+1) (l12).
All nominal-and discrete-valued observations are used directly to define the features f k input to the classifier whereas real-valued observations are first nominalized using a codebook derived from K-means clustering of the observation space.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we explore the use of CRFs and the data-selection criteria discussed in the previous sections to incrementally enlarge the set of labeled training examples with which to train a classifier to automatically label prosodic events, specifically the presence or absence of a word-level pitch accent, and that of a major or minor boundary after a word. The baseline corpus used is a set of 3700 utterances (of which 600 are set aside for testing) recorded by a professional female speaker, and which has been annotated using the full ToBI framework for transcribing intonation by an experienced annotator. From the rich ToBI transcriptions, a sparser labeling has been obtained by indicating whether a word carries any kind of pitch accent, and by merging break indices 0 and 1 to signal a minor boundary, indices 3 and 4 to signal a major boundary, and index 2 to signal neither. The labels from the training set are withheld and retrieved only in response to an active query produced by the data-selection algorithms.
In the case of the expert-committee, 4 different experts were built based on, respectively, F0, duration, energy, and lexical features only, as well as a global expert on all these feature subsets combined. Performance at every iteration was evaluated by the F1 measure on the independent test set, and judged against the performance of a random-selection classifier averaged over 3 independent trials. Fig. 1 shows the performance of the different data selection schemes for the 3 labeling tasks considered. The left-most panel shows the case where the data-dependent measure is ignored (β = 0) whereas the middle and left-most panel shows the result of combining informative and representative measures. Most of the classification schemes perform better than or exceed the performance of the random classifier when only a few training samples are available. The Fig. 1 . Performance on test set for different selection criteria one notable exception is the φKL criterion (ensemble of experts) which seems to suffer when not properly weighted by the data term. One possible explanation for this behavior is that the different types of feature subsets in which the dataset was partitioned do not predict these categories equally well, and hence disagreement at the committee level does not provide a good fit of how informative samples are. That the disagreement term in the selection criterion in this case is impeding the selection of good samples is further shown by what happens as β increases: the data-dependent term becomes prevalent and performance then recover and matches that of random selection (after 50 sentences with β = 2.0, it surpasses random selection). The choice of this feature partition, therefore, may not be a good proposal for training a committee of experts to label break indices; one further exploration would be to allocate portions of each of the acoustic and linguistic feature types to each of the experts when training the ensemble. These plots also show an interaction between β and the choice of φ, which unfortunately makes it difficult to select a configuration without the benefit of an already labeled set for tuning. For the case of pitch-accent labeling, for instance, the φLC criterion is favored when β = 0, whereas the best response is arguably obtained by the φMM criterion when β = 2.0.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The response curves of the selection strategies we have investigated here suggest a data-labeling strategy in scenarios where there is a lot of data from a few single speakers who may exhibit noticeable prosodic variation among themselves, but within-speaker prosodic regularity. Such might be the case when dealing, for instance, with speech-synthesis databases that are recorded with controlled variation at the speaker level. When annotating these databases with prosodic events, an active learning framework can be used to allocate a given amount of human-labeling time across different speakers while attempting to extract, from each speaker, the most useful samples for the learning task.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have explored the application of active-learning strategies which have not received as much attention in the literature on prosodic labeling with the objective of extracting the most useful sequences for learning. We have reviewed some basic selection strategies, proposed a representativeness measure for sequences based on a normalized average of pairwise alignment warps between sequences of lexico-acoustic features, and shown that combining this representativeness measure, properly-weighted, with a measure of classifier fitness provides an advantage over random data selection for most of the cases investigated.
